HOME, First Street

INTRODUCTION

THE AMBITION

THE AMBITION
‘The Greater Manchester Strategy for the Visitor Economy 2014 - 2020’, has the following ambition:
‘In 2020 the visitor economy will continue to be a key driver of the social, cultural and economic life of Greater Manchester,
with substantially increased economic benefits for residents and businesses. This will be achieved by further developing and
promoting the Greater Manchester product offer for leisure and business visitors as a year round vibrant and stimulating
cultural city destination.’

Armani, Spinningfields

INTRODUCTION
The Destination Management Plan (DMP) is the action plan for the visitor economy for Greater
Manchester that aligns to the tourism strategy, ‘The Greater Manchester Strategy for the Visitor
Economy 2014 - 2020’. The plan covers a three year period: it captures what has been achieved in the
last three year period, presents current performance and identifies what needs to be done to achieve
our growth targets by 2020. The activity includes not only the plans of the Tourist Board, Marketing
Manchester (MM), but also those of other stakeholders and partners including the ten local authorities
of Greater Manchester (Bolton, Bury, Manchester, Oldham, Rochdale, Salford, Stockport, Tameside,
Trafford, and Wigan), Manchester Airport, other agencies and the tourism businesses themselves.
The DMP is a partnership document which is co-ordinated
and written by Marketing Manchester but which is
developed through consultation with all the appropriate
stakeholders through the Manchester Visitor Economy
Forum. The Forum comprises senior representatives from
various visitor economy stakeholders’ organisations.
The Forum is responsible for developing and agreeing the
DMP and monitoring delivery of the actions by all
relevant stakeholders.

In summary the DMP:
• Specifies where we are now and what we want to achieve
over the next three years
• Reviews and sets priorities, actions and targets
• Identifies roles and responsibilities for all stakeholders
• Acts as a key tool for consultation and engagement
under the management of the Manchester Visitor
Economy Forum
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Manchester Art Gallery
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STRATEGIC AIMS

STRATEGIC AIMS

STRATEGIC AIMS

Ordsall Hall, Salford

There are four strategic aims:

STRATEGIC AIM 1

STRATEGIC AIM 3

To position Manchester as a successful international
destination

To improve the quality and appeal of the
product offer

STRATEGIC AIM 2

STRATEGIC AIM 4

To further develop Manchester as a leading events
destination

To maximise the capacity for growth

The strategy sets the following objectives and targets for growth by 2020;
• To increase staying visitor numbers from 10.3 million
to 13.7 million
• To increase the number of day visitors from 95.2 million
to 127 million
• To increase the number of overseas visitors from
1.09 million to 1.27 million
• To increase the value of tourism from £6.6 billion to
£8.8 billion

Castlefield, Manchester
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• To increase the number of jobs supported by tourism
from 83,934 to 112,477 (FTE) jobs

• To improve the economic impact of business events in
Greater Manchester from £822 million (2011 baseline)
to £1.2 billion
• To increase the number of ICCA ranked events from
30 to 45
• To maintain and ideally improve visitor satisfaction
levels from 4.5/5 to 4.7/5
Baseline data used is from 2010/11/12.
Progress so far is shown in the table on page 23.
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ACHIEVEMENTS 2014 – 2017

ACHIEVEMENTS 2014 – 2017

ACHIEVEMENTS
2014 - 2017

MediaCity, Salford Quays
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ACHIEVEMENTS 2014 – 2017

ACHIEVEMENTS 2014 – 2017

STRATEGIC AIM 1:

ACTION AREA

To position Manchester as a successful international destination.
ACTION AREA
Domestic
Campaigns

ACTIVITY
In partnership with Visit England deliver
marketing activity funded by the Regional
Growth Fund to promote short breaks to
Manchester from 2014 to March 2015
Note: this programme concluded
31st March 2015

PROGRESS
MM delivered seasonal campaign activity throughout the year,
focusing on peak times to drive visits to GM. The calendar of
activity for 2015/16 began with the summer campaign 2015.
The campaign had a reach in excess of 6 million consumers and
generated additional visitor spend circa £5.1 million.

International
Campaigns

ACTIVITY

PROGRESS

Promote Manchester as a unique visitor
destination within international priority
markets of US, UAE, Germany, China, India,
France and Spain.
Note: Due to the announcement of the
Northern Tourism Growth Fund (NTGF) in
April 2015, Marketing Manchester aligned
international priority markets to that of the
fund. Therefore the priority markets for
2015/16 were Australia, China, US, Germany
and the Netherlands.

MM delivered its annual Christmas campaign in 2015 with a
reach of over 60 million incorporating national, regional and local
TV, press, radio and outdoor advertising. In total the campaign
generated circa £60 million in additional visitor spend.
The Winter campaign focused around Chinese New Year
Celebrations reaching over 4 million consumers, generating
additional visitor spend of £2.7 million

Create seasonal and themed campaigns to
generate interest and encourage bookings
including spring, summer, Christmas and
cultural campaign

Healy Dell, Rochdale

Following the Regional Growth Fund Programme, Marketing
Manchester worked with partners including the Heart of
Manchester Bid, TfGM, Manchester City Council and our private
sector members to deliver seasonal campaigns throughout
the year. From April 2015 to March 2017, the value of these
campaigns was £2,901,123 reaching 210m potential visitors,
generating £140m of additional visitor spend for Greater
Manchester.

Investigate funding opportunities for 2015
onwards

From 2015 MM has been focused on raising funding for domestic
campaign activity through partnerships with local stakeholders.
In addition to raising funding MM has also negotiated sizeable
marketing in-kind partnerships to ensure that the reach of
our campaigns was not inhibited by the availability of cash
contributions.

Work in partnership with CityCo to deliver
marketing activity with funding from the city
centre retail BID to drive visitors to the city
centre retail offer

MM continues to work in partnership with CityCo/the BID to
support the seasonal marketing campaigns throughout the year
(financially and in terms of providing content) and throughout the
challenges created by the second city crossing and ongoing city
infrastructure improvements.

Support the marketing and promotion of
the Greater Manchester principal town
centres to residents and visitors through
development of the Town Centre Marketing
Framework

The Town Centres project has now drawn to a close; each
district was presented with the findings of the research and MM
continue to support the 10 districts of Greater Manchester with
their promotional strategies.

Work with Manchester Airport Group (MAG)
and identified airlines to increase inbound
passenger traffic and promote Manchester
as a gateway.

Marketing Manchester took a lead role in both the strategic
direction of the funding and the delivery of the project. MM
led on the long haul markets of Australia, China and USA,
delivering a number of initiatives including media engagement,
tactical marketing, and engagement of travel trade and on
territory events. The total value of the funding for the long haul
programme was £4.7m (Australia = £1.2m, China = £700,000,
US= £2.7m) which generated match funding of £4m. Highlights
of the programme include: US - The Ellen Show featured two
Northern England Segments engaging with circa 50 million
American consumers; Airline partnership campaign with Thomas
Cook focusing on the four new routes to Manchester with a value
of circa £500,000. In addition the gateways of Manchester and
Newcastle joined forces to deliver a campaign to promote the
gateway cities to the value of £600,000. Australia - activity was
focused around travel trade and media, with a supporting media
campaign of £300,000. China - the focus of activity was around
promotion of Manchester as the gateway, and the new route from
China with Hainan. Travel trade are vitally important in accessing
consumers in China and to reflect that campaigns were delivered
with the top six operators. Destination Britain China (the premier
travel trade event in Beijing) was attended by two Manchester
representatives who met with over 100 travel trade. MM hosted
three group press visits to the North of England, showcasing the
region to key journalists, bloggers, travel writers and key opinion
leaders.
As detailed above, MM worked closely with MAG throughout the
Northern Tourism Growth Fund programme ensuring objectives
were aligned with MAG aviation development priorities.
Following Northern Tourism Growth Fund, international activity
continued to focus on the key markets of China, US and GCC.
For China, 2016 was an important year as the new direct flight
with Hainan launched between Beijing and Manchester. China
campaign had a value of £978,000, reached 181m potential
visitors and generated £15,537,874 in additional economic impact
to GM and £95m to the UK Economy. For the US campaign
the main focus was the launch of Virgin Atlantic routes to San
Francisco and Boston working in partnership with Visit Britain.
This campaign will be live through to September 2017 therefore
results are not yet available. To begin the campaign, MM
focused on Press & PR and Travel Trade engagement including
attendance at: VEMEX in NYC, Denver and San Francisco in
October 2016, where we met with over 80 journalists; attended
International Media Marketplace in NYC in January 2017, where
we met with 28 journalists; hosted Virgin Atlantic’s Global Sales
Conference in November 2016– engagement with 32 Senior
Sales Managers and Staff. The media campaign will focus on
digital and will be live from Feb 2017 to September 2017. In
addition to the Virgin Atlantic Campaign planning is underway
with Singapore Airlines to support the launch of the new Houston
Route and Thomas Cook to support their Boston Route.

MediaCity, Salford
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ACHIEVEMENTS 2014 – 2017

ACHIEVEMENTS 2014 – 2017

ACTION AREA
PR and Media
activity

Exhibition at MOSI, part of ESOF

ACTION AREA
International
Campaigns

ACTIVITY

PROGRESS

Maximise opportunities created by
international events such as the Rugby Union
World Cup, European City of Science and
the Manchester International Festival.

Marketing Manchester, in partnership with Manchester City
Council and the University of Manchester helped secure ESOF
for the city, bringing 3,600 delegates to the city, worth an
estimated £3.5m to the local economy. The conference enabled
Manchester to showcase its key sectors including Life Science
and Advanced Materials. Marketing Manchester provided a
dedicated conference team, including event support, marketing
and press. The conference was complemented by the Science
in the City festival, which was attended by 40,000 people. The
conference was attended by 500 journalists and generated over
2000 pieces of coverage.

Continue to engage with travel trade to
maximise trade visits to Manchester with
particular focus on China, Germany, India,
USA and UK.

See comments above

Increase in market representation in India,
China and the US to enhance travel trade
engagement

MM has had a dedicated member of staff in the VB Beijing office
since 2015 to support activity and the direct Hainan route and
has also recruited for a similar resource to work out of the VB
New York office.

Promote Manchester as a leading
international conference destination
encouraging extended leisure stays.

To help encourage business visitors to Manchester to extend
their stay or return as leisure visitors, Visit Manchester provides
conference organisers and attendees with rich content about the
city covering all aspects of the visitor experience. This includes
building bespoke webpages for conference organisers, supplying
content for delegate handbooks and distribution of print and
content as part of the city welcome.

Launch the Manchester Global
Ambassadors project to engage with a
number of ambassadors who can support
the development and reach of Manchester’s
global connections.

The Global Ambassadors Programme, Mbassador launched
on the 26th January 2016. To date MM has engaged with 26
Mbassadors across our priority sectors and engage with them
throughout the year to extend the reach and depth of our content.
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ACTIVITY

PROGRESS

Co-ordinate media familiarisation visits from
priority markets to achieve an Advertising
Value Equivalent (AVE) of £10m over three
years

A coordinated Media Visit programme has taken place over the
past three years. 552 journalists have been brought to the city on
media visits generating coverage with an AVE of over £15m.

Continue to promote and evolve the image
bank and online film footage

A new image bank, The M drive, has been launched to maximise
the reach of the new image and video content developed in
16/17. The M Drive also contains factsheets, accolades and
presentations that can be used to promote Greater Manchester.

Utilise significant cultural events by
developing shared messages: the opening
of the Central Library, Whitworth Art
Gallery, HOME, Frieze 2014, MIF 15 and
their international exhibitions to position
Manchester as a leading cultural destination.

Utilising funding from the Arts Council, a dedicated programme
of press activity was coordinated around cultural events over
the past three years. Significant cultural events including
Manchester International Festival and the opening of cultural
venues have provided the opportunity to invite media to
showcase the cultural offer.

Generate media coverage in support of the
Global Ambassadors project

Following the launch in January 2016 we have been able to utilise
the reach of the Mbassadors to drive international coverage.
The combined reach of Mbassadors is 15.7m. We have used
Mbassadors including Martin Gibson, Nancy Rothwell and
Jackie Oldham to generate coverage in the USA for Lifesciences,
Brian Cox for online coverage of Peppered Moth, and Dominic
Monaghan for visitor coverage.

Continue to develop visitmanchester.com
and to attract 2.6 million visitors

visitmanchester.com was redeveloped in 2016, launching in
December. Traffic and international visitor numbers are up with
the site being on target to reach 2.6 million visitors. The site uses
the new brand work developed for all GM destination collateral.

Continue to grow the destination's social
media presence as a platform for promoting
the product and attracting visitors

Facebook likes as of 31 March 2017: 84,000. Increase of 13,000
likes from previous year.
Twitter followers as of 31 March 2017: 220,000. Increase of
100,000 followers from the previous year.
Instagram followers as of 31 March 2017: 32,000. Increase of
20,000 followers from the previous year.

Hallé Orchestra

Manchester International Festival
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ACHIEVEMENTS 2014 – 2017

ACHIEVEMENTS 2014 – 2017

STRATEGIC AIM 2:
To further develop Manchester as a leading events destination.
ACTION AREA
Business Events

ACTIVITY

PROGRESS

Benchmark and improve the collaborative
bidding approach for international and
national conferences.

Marketing Manchester’s destination bids have evolved
continuously, ensuring the proposals developed are specific to
the needs of the conference, highlighting benefits and focusing
on the reasons why Manchester is the right location. Informal
assessments of competitor bids have been undertaken and
a client feedback process has been instigated, specifically for
understanding lost bids. Developing proposals and bids is a
continuously evolving process. Recently we have come up
against tier one competitors which has meant that bids have to
be constantly re-invented and updated. The team has worked
extremely hard on focusing on Manchester’s strengths and have
developed a robust system to understand why bids have been lost.

Accelerate work with our universities to
investigate the potential of the key academic
research strengths to attract national and
international conference business.

Marketing Manchester has continued to work with our academic
institutions and support organisations to help strengthen our
understanding of research strengths. In 2014, the new academic
REF scores were released. These provide an indication of the
strength of academic research departments internationally.
These scores have helped refine and direct working with each of
GM’s universities to help identify conference opportunities.

Further refine and strengthen a combined
research and lead generation approach
within key markets to target international
associations.

Manchester works best in partnership. Marketing Manchester
works with key venues and support organisations to undertake
a sector focused research approach to identify, investigate
and bid for international conferences. Further refinement of
this approach has continued, working with New Economy and
MIDAS, as well as with Manchester Central and our Universities
to ensure collaboration and cooperation is maximised. Our
Conference Mbassador programme now has 1200 ambassadors
and there have been some key conference wins as a result of our
collaborative work such as PTCOG2019. We continue to work
on a sector focused approach and work ever more closely with
partners on new opportunities for conferences in Manchester

Further strengthen the Manchester
Conference Ambassador programme
working in collaboration with all the
University Conference Offices and
Manchester Central Convention Complex.

Ambassadors have continued to play a vital role in Manchester’s
approach to identify, bid for and deliver conferences. Indeed, the
involvement of an enthusiastic ambassador has a significant
impact on Manchester’s bid conversation rates: our conversion
rate averages 80% when an ambassador is involved in a bid,
compared to 15% without such support. Marketing Manchester
will continue to focus on working with ambassadors and will seek
to relaunch the programme alongside our University conference
offices and Manchester Central.

King Street Townhouse Hotel

ACTION AREA

ACTIVITY

PROGRESS

Visitor
Information

Provide an excellent visitor information
service across Greater Manchester
maximising digital and mobile technology
wherever possible

A visitor information steering group formed in January 2016 to
manage and deliver a new Visitor Information Strategy. Three
key areas have been identified; Welcome; Way Finding and
Mobile and Digital. TfGM is leading on way finding and the new
visitmanchester.com was launched in November 2016, which is
a significant step forward re improving digital information. Work
on a visitor welcome action plan will progress in 2017.

Evaluation

Campaign monitoring

International Campaigns - From April 2014 to March 2017, MM
International Campaign Activity (excluding NTGF) reached 223m
potential visitors across target territories. Domestic Campaigns
reached 210m potential Visitors. The campaigns delivered over
£156m worth of additional visitor spend to Greater Manchester
and a further £95m to the UK Economy.

Hotel occupancy data

The period has seen record breaking annual occupancy levels
for both the city centre and GM, 80% for both in 2015. 2016
occupancy levels fell slightly to 79% for both the city centre and
GM but the supply of rooms by April 2017 had increased to 9,008
rooms in the Manchester city council area and 22,790 rooms
across GM. Source: STR Global.

Economic impact (STEAM) data

The latest available STEAM data (2015) is as follows; economic
impact of tourism £7.9bn; FTE jobs supported 93,928; day visits
107.9m, staying visits 10.53m (118.5m visits in total).
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ACHIEVEMENTS 2014 – 2017

ACHIEVEMENTS 2014 – 2017

ACTION AREA

ACTIVITY

PROGRESS

Business Events

Continue to support the development of
new conferences, with specific focus on
the biomedical (incl. MAHSC), advanced
materials (incl. National Graphene Institute)
and Digital. Also explore conferences to
support key assets such as Airport City etc.

The development of new conferences is an original approach
few other destinations are undertaking. It seeks to identify
gaps in the conference offer for specific sectors, in which
Manchester has a particular strength. Marketing Manchester
initiated this approach in materials and healthcare. We have
supported an investigation into conferences associated with
Graphene - working with National Graphene Institute on three
graphene events. Further opportunities have been identified
within this sector and will continue to be explored. Additionally,
work has been undertaken with Manchester Academic Health
Science Centre to identify 6 potential conferences in a variety
of healthcare subjects. In recent years, work focused on three
specific areas - supporting key sector development work within
the digital/tech sector, continuation of exploring opportunities
in advanced materials and an investigation into sport science.

Improve combined bidding for major
national and international events

The destination propositions created to bid for conferences
have evolved continuously, with specific focus on developing
a benefit driven document highlighting the strengths of
Manchester. A good deal of work has been undertaken
on the full costs of hosting a conference. There has been a
collaborative approach in terms of conference costs for both
the organiser and the delegate and a greater understanding
amongst key partners on the larger economic impact for
Manchester of managing to secure a large conference. As a
result when our bids are submitted they are done so with the
confidence that the best financial option has been presented.

Royal Exchange

Graphene Institute
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ACTION AREA

ACTIVITY

PROGRESS

Culture and Sport

Continue to focus on events that deliver
legacy and support brand values

Marketing Manchester continually
develops its approach to target events
which resonate with the industry and
academic strengths of Manchester. The
majority of international and national
associations’ conferences which take place
in Manchester highlight this approach
with healthcare, biomedical and science
leading the way. Further work is required
to ensure Manchester maximises the
benefits of hosting these conferences,
so we might promote our strengths to
relevant audiences to support our wider
objectives of attracting talent, stimulating
collaboration and attracting trade and
investment opportunities.

Develop knowledge and awareness of the
expanded conference offer at Whitworth
and HOME.

Exploration of cultural conferences has
been undertaken. This specific targeted
approach will continue, with support
from key sector organisations. Marketing
Manchester are already working with
HOME on supporting key events which
will take place in the next year and
investigating a cultural conference with
support from the Whitworth.
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ACHIEVEMENTS 2014 – 2017

ACHIEVEMENTS 2014 – 2017

ACTION AREA

ACTIVITY

PROGRESS

Support

Strengthen collaborative networks within
public and private sector organisations to
support the attraction, development and
delivery of major events

The bidding process has continued to identify and galvanise
public and private sector support to create strong propositions.
Marketing Manchester has become an integral component
on key sector networks, especially biomedical/healthcare
and sport. However, further work is required to connect the
benefits of hosting conferences and events to other key sectors
including digital/tech, advanced materials and financial and
professional services.

Leverage external support for investment
opportunities to ensure our offer remains
competitive internationally

The private sector continue to invest in improvements in
their offer - The Principle and The Lowry hotels are just two
examples; new hotel developments also have added to the
product offer - additions in recent years include Innside by
Melia Hotel, King Street Townhouse, AC Marriot at The Quays,
Hotel Gotham and Motel One.

Investigate and develop opportunities to
grow Manchester’s conference and events
profile in London and South East

Marketing Manchester, working with a variety of venues and
hotels, has continued to develop destination platforms to
promote Manchester’s conference offer. These platforms have
included destination stands at industry events such as Confex
and The Meetings Show, as well as developing bespoke events,
such as Manchester Live and the London dinners. Business
Tourism workshops and surveys have also been undertaken
to assess the benefit of these events and refine our platforms
for future activity. Marketing Manchester stepped away from
national shows such as Confex and the Meetings Show as
the quality of buyer and therefore enquiry waned. In 2017
Manchester went back to Confex and received a number
of credible enquiries for the region as a result. Marketing
Manchester are investigating the possibility of returning to the
Meeting Show in 2018. Bespoke events are still created to raise
Manchester’s profile but the focus for these, based on member
feedback, moved away from London and the South East and
now concentrates on the cities of Glasgow and Birmingham
which have a large proportion of corporate headquarters and
associations.

Work to improve our sustainability,
accessibility and quality credentials for
conferences and events

Marketing Manchester has incorporated each of these
important values into our bid propositions and venue proposals.
The conference guide now highlights individual credentials
and accreditation (AIM, GTBS, ISO20121), and is distributed
to over 6,000 buyers annually. Marketing Manchester has
supported a significant growth in Manchester venues with AIM
accreditation. Marketing Manchester has also worked with
Manchester: A Certain Future on the region's climate change
strategy which focuses on reducing Manchester’s carbon
emissions, with sustainable events playing a significant role.

Maximise the potential of the City’s world
class events programme to attract media to
the city on hosted press visits

A number of events have been utilised to attract journalists to
Greater Manchester including the opening of Central Library,
HOME and The Whitworth and MIF 2015.

Extend volunteer programmes and
improve visitor welcome to ensure events
maximise potential and add value to local
communities

Manchester has a significant and successful volunteer
programme as a legacy of the 2002 Commonwealth Games.
The focus of these programmes is within sports and cultural
events. However, further work has been undertaken to work
with these networks and academic institutions to utilise
volunteers for conferences. Volunteers were used to support
ESOF 2016.
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Manchester Central

ACTION AREA

ACTIVITY

PROGRESS

To continue to review the Conference Value
and Volume survey every two years

The Conference Value and Volume survey is undertaken
every 2 years. In 2014 the overall value of business tourism
remained high at £833m (£823 in 2012). However, there were
significant increases in the association sector (both national
and international), an increase in the number of international
delegates, and an increase in the value of delegates attending
conferences. The 2016 survey showed a reduction in value to
£810m.

Undertake the collation and submission
of ICCA ranked events to establish
Manchester’s ICCA rankings globally.

Marketing Manchester continues to collate the number of
ICCA ranked international association conference hosted
in venues in Manchester. This provides an indication of
Manchester’s position nationally and internationally within this
important sector, whilst providing organisers with confidence
on Manchester’s ability to host successful international
conferences. Current ICCA ranking is 4th in the UK and 92nd
globally (2016 figures).

Continue to assess the economic, profile
and legacy impacts each event has on GM

Marketing Manchester continues to work to the national
methodology of economic impact for conferences, developed
by VisitBritain. However, further work undertaken in 2013/14 in
partnership with Manchester City Council, Manchester Central
and New Economy has allowed us to refine the economic
impact assessment to update the spend profile and assess
the distinct localised spend to provide Manchester with a
more realistic value. Additionally, working with partners within
the Manchester Growth Company, Marketing Manchester
will explore the wider legacy benefits ensuring Manchester
maximises the benefits of sector conferences and audiences.

Evaluation
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ACHIEVEMENTS 2014 – 2017

ACHIEVEMENTS 2014 – 2017

Strategic Aim 3:
To improve the quality and appeal of the product offer.
ACTION AREA
Visitor Experience

ACTIVITY

ACTION AREA

ACTIVITY

PROGRESS

Connectivity

Improved access to Manchester Airport
with the Metrolink extension by the end
of 2014, the new Eastern Link Road and a
fourth railway platform.

Metrolink’s line to Manchester Airport opened in November
2014 along with the fourth railway platform at the Airport
station. Extended hours on the Airport line commenced in
March 2016 with new early morning services available before
4am. Work on the new Eastern Link Road began in March 2015
and is now expected to be open to traffic by Spring 2018.

Continued extension of the Metrolink lines
and development of the Metrolink digital
offer to enable seamless provision across
Manchester’s wider digital offer; this
includes new digital signage installation
and a network-wide roll out of WiFi on
trams during 2014.

Free WiFi is available on all Metrolink trams and the
Metroshuttle fleet. New digital screens and route audio
announcements launched on Metroshuttle vehicles in Spring
2016. Real time information is now available via mytfgm app
and on the journey planner on the www.tfgm.com website.
A prototype of an interactive digital screen is available at the
‘bus shelter of the future’ site at Piccadilly. TfGM is gathering
user feedback on the new digital signage provision.

Introduction of a GM wide smartcard
system ‘getmethere’ is now being rolled
out. It is intended the system will include
the capability to deliver a smartcard
product aimed at the visitor market.

The getmethere smart ticketing system has been rolled out
to Greater Manchester concessionary pass holders with a
commercial roll out to follow. The getmethere app launched
to the public in early 2016 providing mobile ticketing for day
travelcards and longer period products. Summer 2017 will
see the launch of the getmethere smart card which will allow
multi modal journeys and online ticket purchases. Future
developments will include contactless card use for travel
which will appeal to the visitor market.

Integrate data from the DMS into
Manchester City Council’s wayfinding
initiative – Mi-Guides and other platforms

Ongoing. Mi Guides use DMS data. Digital connectivity will be
reviewed as part of the new Visitor Information strategy. The
aim of the culturehosts.co.uk website is to upload once and
share with a number of websites. API with visitmanchester.com
is now happening.

Continue to manage and develop strategic
relationships with rail and coach operators

Several working groups facilitate collaboration on visitor
information and marketing campaigns between key partners;
TfGM, MM, CityCo, MCC, NCP, rail operators and other
transport providers. Specific work on coach parking issues was
undertaken in 2016 with MCC and the CPT.

Continue to champion local products e.g.
food and drink, independent retailers and
restaurants

Local products, independent retailers and restaurants are
championed across a number of different promotional tools,
including visitmanchester.com, marketing campaigns and
social media.

PROGRESS

Ensure the basics are right

The 2014 Leisure Visitors Survey gave a score of 4.5 out of 5 for
visitor satisfaction, the same as in 2010. 21% of first time visitors
and 24% overseas visitors said their expectations were exceeded.
It is intended to conduct a Leisure Visitors Survey in 2018.

Improve visitor welcome with initiatives such
as the Black Cab working group

An event for taxi drivers was delivered in August 2015 to help
improve networking, communication and quality of visitor
welcome. The ACE funded Cultural Destinations project has
delivered cultural concierge training for front line staff in 2015 and
2016 and has also developed a new b2b web portal culturehosts.
co.uk to help improve visitor welcome. This work will continue
from 2017 to 2019 due to the success of securing round 2
Cultural Destinations funding from ACE.

Create a series of digital walking tours

Three digital tours have been now been successfully created
and launched including; A Northern Quarter/NOMA Tour;
Architectural Highlights; and a Cultural Walking Tour. Further
tours to add to the collection will be progressed as funding
becomes available.

Continue to build a quality visitor offer
based on QiT and VAQAS accreditation and
supported by annual Tourism Awards

Quality accreditation schemes, including GTBS continue to be
promoted to members. The 2015 Manchester Tourism awards
were successfully delivered but from 2016, MM’s focus is on an
annual Tourism Conference rather than annual Awards. Member
businesses are supported to enter the VE Awards.

Maximise opportunities from the ‘Hotel
Future’ National Hospitality Training
Academy hotel project in Oldham.

The scheme was intended to deliver a 141 bedroom training hotel
alongside a refurbished Queen Elizabeth Conference Centre in
Oldham town centre. The project has experienced numerous
delays due to funding issues but is still a live project.

Continue to invest in skills and facilitate
training for tourism businesses

The annual training programme for members was further
developed during 2016 to include Mapping out Manchester,
China Welcome Training and various marketing, social media
and customer service courses delivered by World Class Service
and Tourism Growth. 55 member businesses and 168 individuals
attended training courses in 2016.

Ensure actions fit with MACF targets importance of sustainable visitor economy.

Attempts have been made to set a baseline for the carbon
footprint of the visitor economy and to be able to monitor and
measure progress through to 2020. MM have worked with
MACF and MMU to capture and monitor data from different
businesses.

Roll out cultural concierge model across
cultural organisations and hotels using ACE
funding.

Phase 2 ACE funding enabled further cultural concierge training
programmes to be delivered to front line staff. 15 training sessions
involving 50 organisations and 261 participants were delivered in
2016.

Metrolink tram, Exchange Square
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ACHIEVEMENTS 2014 – 2017

ACHIEVEMENTS 2014 – 2017

Dovestones, Oldham

ACTION AREA

ACTIVITY

PROGRESS

Connectivity

Use Manchester’s Countryside/Peak
District to help differentiate the offer

The Countryside section of visitmanchester.com generates
16,500 page views per month. A walk of the week is promoted
via social media, generated from the existing countryside
project reaching an audience of 23,000 via Facebook.

Champion our sporting and cultural
strengths e.g. football, cycling, MIF,
Museums and Galleries, Creative Tourist
etc

MM continues to ensure that our distinctive offer is reflected in
the collateral and campaigns that are delivered.

Support the growth and development
of key neighbourhoods e.g. China Town,
Medieval Quarter, NOMA, The Corridor,
HOME and the Northern Quarter

A MM marketing team representative attends The Quays
Marketing Meeting and supports their strategic developments
and tactical delivery.

Differentiate the offer of the key town
centres based on feedback from the AGMA
town centres report

Key Greater Manchester product will be featured in VM/
MM collateral that targets the Visit Economy, highlighting the
distinctiveness and the key assets for each district.

Continued development of high quality
events to increase visitors and help develop
sense of place across Greater Manchester
e.g. Ramsbottom Chocolate Festival,
Stockport Vintage markets, Bolton Food
and Drink Festival, Wigan Jazz Festival

MM support the promotion of these key GM events through
online and offline collateral and campaigns.

Visitor surveys

2014 GM Leisure Visitor Survey

Destination benchmarking

Performance reviewed against Core Cities Tourism Group.

Evaluation
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Park Life Festival
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ACHIEVEMENTS 2014 – 2017

ACHIEVEMENTS 2014 – 2017

Strategic Aim 4:
To maximise the capacity for growth
Action Area

Activity

Progress

Advocacy

Ensure major infrastructure developments
take account of the needs of visitors

All customer needs incl. the specific needs of visitors are included
within the specification of major projects such as new Metrolink
lines and the building of new transport interchanges. They are
also important in the design of new facilities such as bus shelters
and customer information provision for the future. The recent
major developments of the second city crossing and Victoria
Station, with associated public realm improvements, have had a
significant and positive impact on the visitor experience.

Collaboration

Skills
Development

Maintain political support for the visitor
economy

Strategic relationships with MCC/GMCA/LEP continue
to work well and Marketing Manchester has a strategic
relationship with the GMCA Mayors office. Recent DCMS
funding announcements for the Discover England Fund (£40m),
the Great Exhibition of the North, Cultural Destinations phase 2
(ACE)and the GREAT campaign all recognise and support the
visitor economy.

Identify priorities for tourism investment

Tourism Strategy says weaknesses are visitor welcome/high
end restaurants (although this is changing but no Michelin stars
yet)/iconic architecture and attractions. The Government’s
commitment to The Factory supports the growing recognition
of culture as a driver for tourism.

Promote Greater Manchester to
national stakeholders e.g. Visit England/
VisitBritain/ DCMS

Marketing Manchester continues to enjoy strong strategic and
operational relationships with VisitEngland/VisitBritain (who
are now the same organisation) and London and Partners and is
recognised as a key delivery partner.

Maintain and improve partnership working
across GM

Groups such as the Quays Marketing Group, the Medieval
Quarter Group, the AGMA Tourism Officers’ Group, the Cultural
Destinations steering group and the Manchester Visitor Economy
Forum provide regular and practical forums for collaboration.

Support Manchester Airport’s aspirations
for growth

MM continues to support MAG’s growth aspirations both
in terms of aviation development, MAG Property and MAG
Transformation.

Align development strategies to better
support growth opportunities

Visitor Economy strategy is aligned with MGC/VB/GMS/
Airport/Internationalisation strategies

Ensure transport provision is flexible and
fit for purpose including the introduction of
integrated ticketing provision.

The end to end customer journey on public transport is a key focus
which will see improvements in multi modal journey opportunities,
enhanced customer information provision and integrated smart
ticketing systems across bus, tram and rail. TfGM is very keen to
integrate transport smart ticketing across other ticketed events as
opportunities arise in the wider tourism offer.

Work with partners to improve customer
service skills, digital capabilities and visitor
welcome

An annual training programme is now offered to members
including China Welcome, Mapping out Manchester and
marketing and sales training.

Support SMEs to recognise growth and
develop capacity

Opportunities for collaboration between Marketing Manchester
and partner organisations within MGC are investigated as
appropriate.
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Action Area

Activity

Progress

Building Capacity

Support opportunities to develop the range
and volume of visitor products and services,
including new hotel developments

Support is given to potential investors/developers with the
provision of advice, visitor data and intelligence.

Lobby for and secure external funding e.g.
HLF, ERDF, ACE, RGF, RDPE

Recent funding successes from GREAT, ACE and Discover
England funds. There has been communication with the
Districts to encourage take up by businesses of the new
DEFRA rural tourism grants.

Capitalise on the opening of major new
cultural facilities in 2014/15 i.e. Whitworth
Art Gallery, HOME, the Central Library and
Archive

These formed part of the key messages for Marketing
Manchester’s Spring 2015 marketing campaign and continue
to be focus of cultural related activity.

Delivery of the 2014/15 Grants for the Arts
project to support arts businesses and
grow audiences

This project was managed by MM and delivered by Creative
Tourist in partnership with a range of Arts organisations
and other stakeholders with £90k of ACE funding. Outputs
included a new Culture Host web portal, delivery of a cultural
concierge training programme, production of a range of tools
to improve cross city communication activity, dedicated
international press visits, a student VFR campaign and a
Manchester After Hours event. Phase 2 has also now been
delivered and a successful bid for round 2 Cultural Destinations
funding secured which will be delivered from 2017-2019.

Leverage opportunities for private sector
investment

Maximise visitor economy outputs from new developments

Monitor visitor economy pipeline projects

MM Tourism Analyst monitors hotel and other developments

Delivery against Manchester Airport’s
growth targets

26,307,317m passengers achieved in 2016/17

Hotel occupancy levels

Daily and monthly monitoring through STR Global.

Visitor numbers to attractions

Annual monitoring and top 10 lists produced

STEAM data

Annual monitoring of the economic impact of tourism for GM

Volume and Value of business events

£810 million in 2016

Evaluation

Economic impact of individual conferences,
sporting and cultural events

Portland Basin, Tameside
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ACHIEVEMENTS 2014 – 2017

REVIEW OF PROGRESS

REVIEW OF PROGRESS

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

Overall Performance – key measures
2012 baseline
Contribution to the
wider economy

Latest data

% increase

2020 target

Source

2015

Economic impact to
Greater Manchester

£6.6bn

£7.9bn

20%

£8.8bn

STEAM

FTEs supported by
tourism in Greater
Manchester

83,934

93,928

12%

112,477

STEAM

Economic impact to
Manchester

£3.41bn

£4.2bn

23%

No target set

STEAM

FTEs supported
by tourism in
Manchester

42,503

49,437

16%

No target set

STEAM

Economic Impact to
Greater Manchester
from Conference
& Business Events
Market

£822m

£810m

-1%

£1.2bn

Conference Value &
Volume

Performance

2016

Hotel occupancy
annual average –
Greater Manchester

73%

76%

3%

STR Global

Hotel occupancy
annual average – city
centre

74%

77%

3%

STR Global/LJF

4

4

-

No target set

ICCA

ICCA ranking –
Global cities

78
(30 meetings)

92
(34 meetings)

13%

45 meetings

ICCA

Anholt ranking overall

29 out of 51 cities

27 out of 50 cities
(2015)

-

ICCA ranking – UK
cities

Visitor Numbers
Visitors to Greater
Manchester (all)

Anholt City Brands
Index

2015

There are a number of challenges where Manchester needs to focus going forward:

105.5m

118.5m

12%

140.7m

STEAM

Staying visitors to
Greater Manchester

10.3m

10.53m

2%

13.7m

STEAM

Day visitors to
Greater Manchester

95.2m

107.9m

13%

127m

STEAM

Visitors to
Manchester (all)

53.9m

63.4m

18%

No target set

STEAM

International visits to
Greater Manchester

1,093,000

1.38m (2016)

26%

1.27m (target already
exceeded)

IPS (ONS/VB)

International visits to
Manchester

932,000

1.19m (2016)

28%

No target set

IPS (ONS/VB)

Visitor Experience
Average rating for
destination offer (all
categories)

2014
4.5/5

Altrincham Market, Trafford

4.5/5

All economic impact figures shown are ‘unindexed’ and represent the value of tourism at that year in time.
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4.7/5

GMVS 2010

•	There is a growing skills gap across the sector and a
continuing perception issue about careers in tourism
•	The impact of Brexit over the next 3 years on perceptions
of the UK, propensity to travel, the labour market, and
value of the £.
•	Ensuring that post Brexit we minimise the impact on
the workforce so that employment opportunities can be
filled and that we continue to provide an excellent
visitor experience.
•	We need to continue to increase our connectivity both
with the world through Manchester Airport and within
the destination through Metrolink, bus, cycling and
walking routes.

•	We need to continue to invest in our tourism product to
stay ahead of growing global competition and maintain a
strong appeal with our target markets.
•	We need to think smarter about the relationship
between the city centre and the other districts of
Greater Manchester and continue to improve the
dispersal of visitors.
• W
 e need to continue to develop our digital offer using
technology to support our original modern ethos.
•	We need to improve visitor welcome and standards of
customer service and deliver a clean, safe and welcoming
environment, successfully dealing with issues such as
rough sleeping.

•	We need to build on Manchester’s growing recognition
as the capital of the north and a gateway to the UK.
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ACHIEVEMENTS FROM 2014 – 2017

REVIEW OF PROGRESS

There are though a number of significant opportunities outlined below;
•	Manchester Airport as an alternative gateway to the UK
and gateway to the north of England. The Airport now
has more than 26 million passengers with a target of
55 million.
•	The £800m development of Airport City to serve global
markets as a business and transport hub. It will create
16,000 jobs and includes a hotel, conference, retail and
leisure facilities, plus an aviation infrastructure that will
accommodate growing numbers of passengers and cargo.
•	Excellent strategic relationships now exist with
VisitBritain, Cabinet Office, London and Partners, Arts
Council England and travel partners with successful bids
for Discover England, GREAT and Cultural Destinations
funding being delivered.
• The bid led by VisitBritain for a Tourism Sector Deal
and the opportunities that may provide for Greater
Manchester around skills and productivity.
•	The recently elected GMCA Mayor and the changing
political landscape with portfolio leads for culture and
internationalisation.
•	The continued capital investments in cultural facilities
e.g. The Factory 2020, the South Asia Gallery at
Manchester Museum 2020, and the Contact Theatre
2019 to help support Manchester’s profile as a cultural
destination.

•	The ongoing creation and development of city centre
neighbourhoods e.g. St John's, First Street, Oxford Road
Corridor, the Medieval Quarter and Mayfield.
•	The development of new product in the Districts e.g.
Trafford City, RHS Bridgewater, Salford and Oldham’s
new Cultural Quarter.
•	The continued development and delivery of a varied
and appealing cultural and sporting events programme
through the City Events Strategy e.g. MIF19, significantly
raising the profile of the city region.
•	The introduction of new bookable product across
GM and the north for leisure visitors including the
Manchester sightseeing bus and new cultural product
funded by Arts Council England.
•	CityCo retail BID phase 2 which will support
improvements in events, visitor information and welcome,
and help to enhance the image of the city centre.
•	The continued growth in the supply of accommodation.
There is a 16% growth in rooms confirmed for GM and
a 25% growth in rooms confirmed for Manchester over
the next few years.
• The opportunity to continue to grow international
visitors following a period of significant growth (26%)
between 2012 and 2015.

Manchester Airport
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Bolton Food and Drink Festival
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PRIORITIES AND ACTIONS 2017 - 2020

PRIORITIES AND ACTIONS 2017 - 2020

PRIORITIES AND ACTIONS
2017 - 2020
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PRIORITIES AND ACTIONS 2017 – 2020

Strategic Aim 1:
To position
Manchester as
a successful
International
destination

PRIORITIES AND ACTIONS 2017 – 2020

Key objectives will seek to:		

Target markets are as follows:

• Improve perceptions of Manchester
•	Increase the numbers of visitors to Greater Manchester
encouraging them to stay longer and spend more
• Maintain and develop air routes
• Encourage civic pride amongst local residents

Domestic: ABC1 families, couples, groups of friends,
LGBT and group travel
International: China, GCC and US
Europe: Germany, Nordic and Italy

Key Actions for 2017-2020
ACTION AREA

ACTIVITY

LEAD

Domestic
Campaigns

New campaigns targeting potential visitors from the UK will
be developed from 2017; these campaigns will complement
our existing seasonal campaigns. There will be two additional
domestic campaigns targeting the day visitor and UK Staycation,
working in partnership with the GMCA.

Marketing Manchester
Supported by Heart of Manchester Bid,
GMCA, TfGM and Transport providers
across the UK.

Priority markets from 2017 are; US, China, GCC and Europe
(Germany, Nordic and Italy). Campaigns will be delivered in
market targeting Frequent Independent Travellers and Groups.

Marketing Manchester supported by
MAG, Visit Britain, GMCA and commercial
partners

Developing increased capacity to India and China

MAG

Generate international media coverage profiling Greater
Manchester as a place to Visit and Meet.

Marketing Manchester
Supported by MAG, Visit Britain

Deliver a press visit programme, hosting international journalists
to Greater Manchester in support of Manchester Airport route
priorities.

Marketing Manchester

Attend events to continue to nurture relationships with
international journalists, broadcasters and influencers.

Marketing Manchester

Develop a strategy for working with international influencers in
partnership with VisitBritain.

Marketing Manchester
Supported by VisitBritain

Progress improvements in Visitor Information including launch of
Visitor Welcome Action Plan.

Marketing Manchester, Manchester City
Council, TfGM, MAG

International
Campaigns

PR and Media
Activity

Supported by MAG, Visit Britain, industry

Supported by the Visitor Information
Steering group

Visitor
Information/
Digital activity

Brand
Positioning

Research, Insights
and Evaluation
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Improve accessibility and the availability of bookable product

Marketing Manchester

Continue to develop Visit Manchester digital channels to
maximise visitor numbers, reach and influence.

Marketing Manchester

Create translated and localised content for web.

Marketing Manchester

Expand on digital content distribution plan.

Marketing Manchester

Develop Manchester Welcome digital infrastructure.

Marketing Manchester

Invest in content and a brand toolkit to help improve perceptions
of Manchester using new resources such as the M drive.

Marketing Manchester
Supported by all tourism partners who
create content

Clear communication of the brand narrative including themes

Marketing Manchester

Campaign monitoring and evaluation
Hotel occupancy data
Economic impact (STEAM) data
Brand tracking – VisitEngland
VisitBritain trackers
Accolades/Awards/Travel industry profile

Marketing Manchester
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PRIORITIES AND ACTIONS 2017 – 2020

Strategic Aim 2:
To further develop
Manchester as a
leading events
destination

PRIORITIES AND ACTIONS 2017 – 2020

Manchester will focus on attracting those events that
resonate with the brand values of Manchester, seeking
out conferences that highlight and support our academic,
business sector and industry strengths, and on major events
that meet our aspirations to be known for internationally
acclaimed sport, science and culture. We must also ensure
that the events we host have a lasting, positive legacy for
the conurbation.
The strategic aim identified in the Greater Manchester
Tourism Strategy 2014-2020 is to ‘Further Develop
Manchester as a Leading Events Destination’.
Key objectives will seek to:
• Further increase the volume and value of business events
•	Increase the number of international visitors attending
conferences and events
•	Improve international perceptions of Manchester as a
conference and events destination

Ancoats

Key Actions for 2017-2020
ACTION AREA

Business Events

Culture and Sport

Collaboration/
Investment/profile

ACTIVITY

LEAD

Continue to benchmark and improve the collaborative bidding
approach for international and national conferences.

Marketing Manchester/Manchester Central/
Universities

With the recent implementation of the MHA Conference
Initiative Group, work with partners on new initiatives such as a
Manchester Event and Delegate Welcome.

Marketing Manchester/MHA Conference
Initiative Group/Manchester Central

Strengthen the Manchester Conference Ambassador
Programme working with the Universities and Manchester
Central – work on new collateral and Ambassador benefits.

Marketing Manchester/Universities and
Manchester Central

Continue to work closely with the Government, Manchester City
Council and other GM local authorities to prioritise and clarify the
approach to bidding for major international and national events.

Manchester City Council/Marketing
Manchester/GMCA

Refine the combined bidding approach for large events.

Manchester City Council/Marketing
Manchester/GMCA

Continue to increase our profile as one of the leading business
events destinations globally through collaborative approach.

Marketing Manchester/Manchester Central

Continue to work to improve our sustainability and accessibility
as well as quality credentials for conferences and events.

Marketing Manchester/GM local
authorities/TfGM

To continue to review the Conference Value and Volume survey
every two years.

Research, Insights
and Evaluation

Undertake the collation and submission of ICCA ranked events to
establish Manchester’s ICCA rankings globally.
Continue to assess the economic, profile and legacy impacts
each event has on GM.
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Marketing Manchester
Supported by Manchester City Council/
venues/event organisers
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PRIORITIES AND ACTIONS 2017 – 2020

Key objectives will seek to:

Strategic Aim 3:
To improve the
quality and
appeal of the
product offer

		
•	Ensure that Manchester’s visitor experience exceeds
expectations and delivers quality at all levels
• Ensure that Manchester is accessible by all visitors
•	Support projects and opportunities that will help develop
a stronger sense of place
•	Improve the quality of the public realm, particularly
greenspace and waterways
•	Improve digital connectivity
• Improve and better promote sustainable transport options
•	Develop ticketing and bookable product
• Maximise opportunities from the expansion of Metrolink

Bramhall Hall

ACTION AREA

welcoming environment.

Visitor Experience

Connectivity

Distinctiveness

Research, Insights
and Evaluation
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ACTIVITY

Key Actions for 2017-2020
Ensure the basics are right and the city provides a clean, safe and

LEAD
Manchester City Council/CityCo/GM LAs

Implement the 2016 Strategic Vision for Visitor Information to
integrate, widen and improve visitor welcome and standards of
customer service.

Marketing Manchester

Ensure quality is the basis of the product offer.

All

Continue to align with MACF targets ensuring GM is a green
destination.

All

Extend and improve the product offer including opportunities
through Discover England and ACE funding to introduce new
bookable product.

Marketing Manchester

Maximise opportunities from recent extensions to the Metrolink
network, introduction of MoBike and improved cycling routes to
connect and disperse visitors.

GMCA/TfGM/Marketing Manchester

Availability of Wi-Fi across the city region to be improved

LAs

Continue to manage and develop strategic relationships with
the travel trade and transport operators to develop product for
Manchester and the city’s role as a hub for the north of England.

Marketing Manchester

Continue to champion local products e.g. food and drink,
independent retailers and original modern ethos.

Marketing Manchester

Use cultural and sporting strengths to differentiate the offer.

Marketing Manchester

Support the development and growth of neighbourhoods e.g.
Medieval Quarter, St John's and base communications on
points of difference.

Marketing Manchester/private sector

Champion the GM town centres and their offer for leisure visitors
e.g. Oldham’s developing Cultural Quarter

Marketing Manchester/GMCA/LA’s

Visitor surveys
Destination benchmarking
Research and Insights

Marketing Manchester

Supported by Visitor Economy Forum
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PRIORITIES AND ACTIONS 2017 – 2020

Key objectives will seek to:

Strategic Aim 4:
To maximise
the capacity
for growth

• Improve partnership working across Greater Manchester
• Align development strategies and plans to maximise
opportunities
• Develop opportunities to build capacity
• Promote sustainable growth in the visitor economy
• Support business to be more productive and profitable by
facilitating skills development
Haigh Hall

ACTION AREA

Advocacy

Collaboration

Skills Development

Building Capacity

Research, Insights
and Evaluation
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ACTIVITY

LEAD

Ensure major infrastructure developments take into account
the needs of visitors e.g. Greengate and other developing
neighbourhoods.

LAs

Work with the new GMCA Elected Mayor and the GMCA Leads for
Culture and Internationalisation to champion the importance of the
visitor economy.

Marketing Manchester/GMCA

Identify priorities for tourism investment and maximise the potential
of planned investment e.g. RHS Bridgewater, Salford and The
Factory.

LAs/The Growth Company/Marketing
Manchester

Maintain excellent working relationship with key national bodies
i.e. VisitBritain/DCMS/Cabinet Office/Tourism Alliance/BHA/UK
Inbound/Core Cities.

Marketing Manchester

Maintain and improve partnership working across GM and the north
of England and with the key national bodies listed above as well as
Northern Powerhouse and Team North.

Marketing Manchester

Support Manchester Airport’s growth plans.

All

Work with key stakeholders on implementing the vision for Visitor
Information.

Marketing Manchester

Work with The Growth Company colleagues and third parties to
ensure the visitor economy has the skills it needs to recruit and grow.

The Growth Company/
Marketing Manchester

Develop a Greater Manchester response to the Tourism Sector Deal.

The Growth Company/MM/GMCA

Support SMEs to recognise growth and develop capacity.

The Growth Company

Support opportunities to develop the range and volume of new visitor
products including hotels, attractions and services.

MIDAS/Marketing Manchester/LAs

Lobby for and secure external funding e.g. Discover England, ACE,
GMCA.

Marketing Manchester

Capitalise on the opening of major new facilities e.g. The Factory.

Marketing Manchester/All

Leverage opportunities for private sector investment.

Marketing Manchester/
The Growth Company

Identify funding mechanisms to support growth ambitions.

Marketing Manchester

Monitor visitor economy pipeline projects
Delivery against Manchester Airport’s growth targets
Hotel occupancy levels
Visitor numbers to attractions
STEAM data
Volume and Value of business events
Economic impact of individual conferences, sporting and cultural
events

Marketing Manchester
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Proud to be part of The Growth Company

Marketing Manchester, Lee House, 90 Great Bridgewater Street, Manchester, M15JW
Telephone +44 (0)161 237 1010 Email info@marketingmanchester.com www.marketingmanchester.com

